Student Studio Space Application

**Deadline:** May 1st

Student Name: ___________________________

**Studio Choice:**

Number in order of preference and include rationale in your proposal:

- [ ] Korsrud Studio
- [ ] Clay Studio
- [ ] Print Studio

**Proposal Rationale:**

Briefly explain your expected use of the space and provide additional rationale for any alternative studio choices. Keep proposals brief around 250 words. All of the spaces have specific course requirements so be sure to include these in your rationale. Attach a printed copy of your proposal to this form.

**Coursework Digital Submission: 3-5 separate pieces**

Submit 3-5 strong coursework pieces. You may submit an extra detail or alternate view of a piece with a total limit of 6 images for this application.

Image format: Jpeg or PDF, longest dimension cannot exceed 1200 pixels, Resolution - 150 dpi

Image files need to be labeled: first.last_01.jpg, first.last_01_detail.jpg, first.last_02.jpg ... etc.
(example: Joseph.Madrigal_01.jpg)

*Video submissions should not exceed 5 min. and need to be submitted as a link to a youtube, vimeo or other such hosting site.

**Submit images and/or Links to:** madrjo01@luther.edu (write: ‘Studio Application’ in the subject line)

Submit Printed Application Form and Proposal to Paul Rude, VPA Administrative Assistant

**Faculty Recommendation Signature:**

Printed Name: __________________________ Signed: __________________________ Date: __________

**Student Signature:**

*Signing this form signifies that you have read and agree to follow all studio rules and procedures under the Student Honor Code, Student Code of Conduct, and the rules listed on the Student Studio Space page: https://www.luther.edu/visual-performing-arts/facilities/studios/. Note that any damage to studios and equipment are covered under this agreement. You are responsible for any necessary repairs that are a result of your use of the space. Your signature also confirms that your application is complete and follows all the requirements. Any incomplete, excessive or improper formats may disqualify or lower your priority for a studio space.*

Printed Name: __________________________ Signed: __________________________ Date: __________